Can modal verb 47.4

Fill in the gaps with can/could/may/might in their positive and negative forms.

1. Mark …………… play the guitar very well.

2. If you wish, we …………… go sightseeing.

3. I …………… tell you that thing because your cell phone was unreachable all the time.

4. The police …………… be here in a few minutes.

5. …………… I have a glass of orange juice, please?

6. I would be glad if I …………… help you.

7. I don’t think that Mike …………… have stolen the bag, I know him.

8. This organisation agreed the our nation …………… join it.

Soluzioni:

1. can 2. can 3. couldn’t 4. may 5. May 6. could 7. might 8. might
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